
4T Cold Email Action Card

Phase 1: Before Your Write a Single Word

1.Stalk before you talk
2.Watch customer testimonial videos
3.What sucked before the customer gave you money?
4.What does it cost your prospect to do nothing?
5.What changed for the better after?

Phase 2: Write the Email

TRUTH SENTENCE STARTERS

Tax deadline in 8 weeks.
Ironman races are opening up in Florida.
I read about your goal of reaching zero emissions.
Scanned your job posting in Austin.
Scanned your Co on page 1.
Benefit costs are rising 4-6%
YoY. Your quote about X was
spot on.
92 degrees forecasted for Ironman Cozumel
End of Q4 and lots of commission
statements to run. Holiday season spike
in 3 months.
I noticed I saw
I wa listening to
23% of first-time Ironman athletes DNF Cozumel.
Unlike snowboarding, you can’t always tell when . . .
Unlike being an amateur wine connoisseur, salespeople can’t ..
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THINK SENTENCES STARTERS

How are you handling How are you dealing with
How are you
balancing
Are you open to a different perspective
on how to How are you managing
How are you lowering your risk
How are you currently X for those times when Y?

THIRD-PARTY VALIDATION SENTENCE STARTERS

CME is {result} without {sucky thing}.
ACME is using {product name} to {result} - no (sucky thing)

TALK SENTENCES

Worth exploring?
Worth a
conversation?
Want to know how they’re doing it? Open to learning more?
Opposed to taking a peak?
Would a brief email exchange make sense?
Open to a brief email exchange?
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Truth Sentence Examples (The First Sentence)

Here are eleven first sentence structures you can steal that motivate
prospects to read the second sentence.

1. Unlike being X, Y can't do Z.

State an interest you noticed about the prospect that relates to how you can
potentially help. The keyword being "relates."

Example for LeanData

"Amanda, unlike being an amateur wine counselor, SDRs can't smell the
buttery aroma of a good inbound lead.

2. The Wizard - Armand Farrokh

Identify something about your prospect's job that requires "wizard" like
powers to get done.

Example for Pave:

"Hey, Beth - From PayPal to Facebook, you must be a VLOOKUP wizard -
that's the only way you could survive running a merit cycle for 50,000
employees.

Example for Constant.ai

"Ben - 15+ years serving auto loans, you must be a loss mitigation wizard -
that's the only way you could service auto loans during a pandemic."

3. Tech Stack

Identify your prospects tech stack using BuiltWith, Sifftery, or HDInsights.

"Hey John - I noticed you're using Outreach (Yes I stalk tech stacks for a
living).  Curious, how are you ensuring your cold emails don’t land in spam?
We’re seeing that 51% of emails/invites sent through Outreach don’t reach
the inbox.

4. The Problem
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Example for a reputation management service:

"Hey John, scanned your restaurant on Google and noticed a few negative
reviews on page one."

4. Are you open to X without Y?

Example for CaptivateIQ:

"Hey John - are you open to a different perspective for calculating and
running commission for 100+ reps without hard-pasting entire Excel pages
into Google Sheets and then manually making adjustments, one sheet at a
time?"
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5. Poke the Bear

Ask a question that makes your prospects think differently about their current
solution.

Example for Adam's Grit Gaurd Car Wash Bucket.

"Hey Josh, how do you know your car wash mitt won't scratch your car."

6. New Regulations

Example for Aunt Flow

"Hey Lisa - WA House Bill 1273 requiring all middle and high schools to offer
free menstrual products promoted me to reach out."

7. Growth

"Jim - noticed you're hiring SDRs in Austin, which suggest you're looking to
scale outbound sales. (Yes I read minds)."

8. Event

Example for a triathlon coach:

"Josh, saw you signed up for Ironman Cozumel."

Example for a sales trainer:

"James - noticed you're attending Outbound 2022, which suggests you're
making tons of cold calls."

9. Job Hate - Parker Conrad

What specific, crispy thing does your prospect hate about their job?

"What loan officers hate about their job is the admin work of managing loans
- stuff like misposted payments, shorting a payoff, entering the incorrect date
for SCRA benefits, misplacing extension benefits, etc.”

10. I”m familiar with”
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“Dave - I’m familiar with Write of Passage because we work with course
creators (Amy Porterfield & Perry Marshall). Creators typically lose 4-5% of
their revenue YoY due to failed payments.”

11. Content

“I read your article/post of Y.  Your point about Z was spot on. This triggers
me to ask . . .”

“I read your article/post of Y.  Enjoyed your two cents on Y. This triggers me
to ask . . .”
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EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE FOR A TRIATHLON COACH

Josh, I noticed you signed up for Ironman Cozumel. Curious, how are you
ensuring the last 6 miles don’t turn into a Frankenstein walk? Athletes are
using an unconventional heat training method to cross the finish line without
training 16+ hours a week. Thought you might be interested. Either way,
remember pain is temporary, but Instagram photos last a lifetime.

EXAMPLE FOR DOZUKI

Hey Ben - How are you handling mistakes caused by incorrect machine
setup?

Johnsonville operators press a help button on a touchscreen and get
up-to-date info - how to set it up, tear it down, clean it, troubleshoot, etc -
without walking to the document management system or printing. No
scrapped meat/contamination caused by incorrect machine setup.

Open to learning how they're doing it?

EXAMPLE FOR AN ACCOUNTING FIRM

Hey Josh, tax day in 13 weeks. How do you know your accountant is
utilizing every opportunity in tax law to get you cashback?

Florida small business owners are using a different tax-smart method to get
back 25k-50k on average. No fee until you get at least 10k in your pocket.

Would a brief email exchange make sense?
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EXAMPLE FOR CAPTIVATE IQ
Bob, saw in Craine’s that you’re doubling your sales team. How are
dealing with managing comp plans as you scale?

With CaptiveIQ you calculate, run & send commission statements in
minutes. No errors or hard-pasting entire Excel pages into Google
Sheets. Gong and Udemy are saving 40 hours/month.

Open to learning more?

Awaiting your fair but stern reply.
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Subject Lines

Less than 4 words

via Amanda

failed cc payments?

arthritis?

56% recovery rate

wine

taekwondo

open to this?

hate this?

10+yrs at X

Nick’s commission statement

Abdul + podcast + mother-in-law

{prospect company + {your company} Example: Geico + Jellyvision
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EXAMPLE FOR LEAN DATA

Amanda, unlike being an amateur wine connoisseur, SDRs can’t smell the
buttery aroma of a good inbound lead. BombBomb's using our tech to
enable SDRs to sniff them out - deduping & routing leads in 3.5 minutes
without a developer - no more lost leads. Worth exploring?

EXAMPLE FOR GONG

Evan, unlike snowboarding, you can’t always tell when an avalanche has
occurred during your rep’s disco call. Zoominfo is using Gong to ride
shotgun. They have visibility into their rep’s “runs” (conversations
w/prospects) so they wipe out less frequently. No rush but are you open to
learning more?

EXAMPLE FOR ANIMAL PHARMACEUTICALS

Dr. Smith - Noticed you sell Clinic Care shampoo and Douxo
Chlorhexidine. Curious, how are you dealing with pet owners bypassing
your clinic to purchase the same products online or at megastores?
Circle K Animal Clinic private labeled their product line - generating 16%
more revenue compared to before. Worth exploring?

EXAMPLE FOR TIPALTI

Matt, does paying publishers take longer than finishing the MBE section of
the California Bar Exam? Freestar is scheduling 300 monthly publisher
payments in five minutes without hiring additional finance roles. No errors
+ tax compliant. No rush but is this worth exploring?

EXAMPLE FOR REPUTATION MANAGEMENT SERVICE

Hey Linda – Scanned your Co. on page one - noticed the negative review.
We are helping other Toyota dealerships clear page one - which drives
~2K more customers a month in foot traffic. Per Moz, one negative review
loses 22% of customers. We have an algo that aligns SEO content to
negative sentiment. Should we meet briefly so I can describe how
Thousand Oaks Toyota could affordably leverage this? Lemmeno! Thanks,
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BP"

EXAMPLE FOR GRAVY SOLUTIONS

“Dave - I’m familiar with Write of Passage because we work with course
creators (Amy Porterfield & Perry Marshall). Noticing that creators typically
lose 4-5% of their revenue YoY due to failed payments.

How do you know you're recovering all the failed payments you can? John
Neese went from losing 15k/month to recovering over 30k - a 70%
recovery rate compared to 32% before. Worth exploring? Thanks. Glen.”
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EXAMPLE FOR PAVE (ARMOND FARROKH)

Hey Noah,

From PayPal to Facebook, you must be a VLOOKUP wizard. That’s the only
way you could survive running a merit cycle for 50,000 employees.

So Pave is for everyone else who isn’t a wizard. We integrate with your HR
infrastructure so you never have to plan comp on spreadsheets again.

Opposed to taking a peek?
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